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Abstract—High frame rate and ultra-low delay matching
system plays an increasingly important role in human-machine
interactive application. Because these applications are used in
real-life complex situation which have requirement for matching
accuracy, mismatch removal is needed. Although many mis-
match removal algorithms have been proposed, few of them
are hardware friendly and excuted in real-time application
with lower delay due to complicated arithmetic operations
and using iterative methods. This paper proposes a hardware-
oriented temporal coherence based mismatch removal method
for high frame rate and ultra-low delay matching system. In
the proposed method, three adjacent frames are used with three
times matching among each other, if the keypoint finds itself
after three times matching, it is directly treated as true, which
means the keypoint satisfies the temporal constraints. For the
keypoints which do not find themselves, it makes statistics of
matching frequency for different parts in the image to get current
matching area, and uses the matching area to distinguish. Soft-
ware experiment result shows that proposed mismatch removal
method increases by 4.05% than basic ORB match, and by 0.33%
than conventional work RANSAC. Hardware experiment result
indicates that the designed image processing core successfully
achieves real-time processing of 784fps VGA (640×480) video on
field programmable gate array (FPGA), with a delay of 0.828
ms/frame.

I. INTRODUCTION

During these years, high frame rate and ultra-low delay
image processing system is becoming more and more im-
portant in human-machine interactive applications such as
gesture recognition [1], object tracking, projection mapping
[2] and so on. Hu [3] proposed a local feature based hardware-
oriented high frame rate and ultra-low delay ORB matching
system, which is robust to translation and in-plane rotation.
Xu [4] solves the deformation problem based on Hu’s work.
In order to improve the matching performance and make
matching system more robust, a hardware-friendly mismatch
removal method needs to be designed with lower complexity
calculation and parallel processing to achieve the ultra-high
speed on FPGA.

For the purpose of mismatch removal, Random Sample
Consensus(RANSAC) proposed by Fischler and Bolles [5] is
an effective and widely used method, which gets consensus
set of true matches by iterative random sampling of keypoints
pairs between two matching images to calculate homography
matrix, the method finishes after it finding the optimal fitting
consensus true matches set. The advantage of RANSAC is
able to do robust calculation of consensus, even a significant
number of mismatches are existing, the results after RANSAC
still have higher accuracy. Another efficient mismatch removal

method is Hierarchical Progressive Trust Model (HPT) [6]
proposed by Du, which uses three-layers model to expand
true matches set one by one. HPT uses thin-plate splines
transformation and expectation maximization (EM) algorithm
to construct model and estimate optimal parameters, and the
EM algorithm finishes when it converges. HPT has better
performance than RANSAC and is robust for most of situation.
Both of RANSAC and HPT actually try to get globally
geometrical relationship between two images, which means
they start calculation after whole images are input. But waiting
for input of images increases extra delay for hardware system.
Both of two methods are iterative without upper bound on the
time they takes, there are also data dependency between each
time iteration, which is against design principles of certain
resource cost and parallel processing for hardware program-
ming, it also causes the higher delay of whole system until
they get optimal results. Both of two methods use operations
such as division, square root, logarithm and so on, which are
complicated, time consuming and unfriendly for high frame
rate and ultra-low delay system.

Aiming at high frame rate and ultra-low delay matching
system, this paper proposes a temporal coherence and blocking
weighting based hardware friendly mismatch removal method.
Each mismatch removal operation needs to use three adjacent
frames and do three times matching among each other, and
the target is to remove mismatches between the second frame
and the third frame. If the keypoint finds itself after three
times matching, it is directly treated as true, which means the
keypoint satisfies the temporal constraints. For the keypoints
which don’t find themselves, it makes statistics of matching
frequency for different parts in the image to get current
matching area, and uses the matching area to distinguish.
Both of these two proposals are based on strong temporal
coherence of images from high frame rate system, both of
them do mismatch removal on keypoint level to avoid higher
delay of global processing. These two proposals are designed
at the point of lower complexity, parallel processing, and not
using complicated functions such as division, sin, tan and so
on. With simple operations, no iteration, and avoiding global
processing, it achieves the goal of ultra-low delay.

II. PROPOSED MISMATCH REMOVAL METHOD

This section shows the detailed steps of proposed mismatch
removal method. The framework of proposed method is shown
in Fig. 1. Our method is based on our previous work [7]
ORB matching system which just implemented basic matching
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and did’t deal with mismatches. The proposed method uses
keypoints descriptors from each three adjacent frames as input,
and the output is all the true matches between the second
frame and the third frame after mismatch removal. Firstly,
three adjacent frames are used to do brute force match among
each other. After three times matching, there is a matching
route. For each keypoint in the second frame, through this
matching route, it finally goes back to the second frame and
find itself. The purpose of this step is to firstly find the
keypoints with strong temporal coherence which is powerful
evidence to prove these matches are true. Secondly, although
some keypoints don’t have strong temporal coherence, their
matching are objectively true. To avoid removing these true
matches, using true matches from three times matching to
make statistics of matching frequency for each part in image to
get matching area which means currently keypoints distribute
frequently in the area, then it checks whether these matches
belong to the area and distinguish true or false.

Fig. 1: Framework of the proposed mismatch removal method.

Subsection A is about using temporal coherence to find
some initial true matches. In subsection B, block weighting
is used to get the matching area with the true matches and
distinguish the left matches. Subsection C shows the hardware
structure and implementation of proposed method on FPGA.

A. Temporal Constraint Based Keypoints Triangle Check

Fig. 2 shows conceptual differences between conventional
mismatch removal methods and the first proposal. Conven-
tional methods use complex arithmetic operations and iteration
algorithms to calculate geometrical relationship between two
images. But for different images, there are different iteration
times, which means unknown resource cost and higher delay
for hardware system. For high frame rate video, there is
extremely strong relationship between adjacent frames. When
matching with images from high frame rate system, images
provide rich information and potential correspondence in time
dimension so that matching is a continuous process, this is a
key difference compared to general situation. With information
in time dimension, mismatch removal method does not need

to construct model to get geometrical constraints between two
images, so that complex mathematical operation and iteration
are not required. Only focusing on keypoint level, global
processing delay is avoided, and parallel operation is also used
to each match pair. So that’s why this proposal is hardware
friendly with ultra-low delay.

(a) Conventional methods

(b) Proposed methods

Fig. 2: Conceptual differences of proposal 1

If time interval of input images is extremely small, it means
slight differences in adjacent frames, and same keypoints con-
stantly appear at least three frames until they are disappeared
due to object transformation. So the method uses each three
frames as input in one time, and matching starts at the second
frame. After three times matching for each keypoint, there is a
matching route. By checking this matching route, all matches
are divided into two parts: triangle part and not triangle part.
The detailed illustration is shown in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4.

For triangle part in Fig. 3, from keypoint A through the
matching route, it finally finds itself, which means all key-
points in this route are the same keypoints and there is no
doubt that match between two same keypoints is true. So
matches from this part are directly treated as true. The triangle
is named for easily understanding due to the shape of matching
route.

Fig. 3: Triangle match
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For not triangle part in Fig. 4, from keypoint A through
the matching route, it finds other keypoint, which means at
least one time mismatch happens. Firstly, if mismatch happens
between the second and the third frame, because the target
is to remove mismatch between the second and the third
frame, these matches are false and should be removed. But if
mismatch happens between the third frame and the first frame
or the first frame and the second frame, for example a new
keypoint just appear in the second and the third frame which
matches are true match. Under these situations, obviously
the matching routes are not triangle, and only this single
proposal can’t distinguish where mismatch happens. And if
all this part is removed, it may happen that although after
mismatch removal all matches are true but removed true
matches are more than false matches, which doesn’t mean
the good performance of mismatch removal method. So for
not triangle part, block weighting is proposed to solve this
problem.

(a) Mismatch happens between frame 2 to frame 3

(b) Mismatch happens between frame 3 to frame 1

(c) Mismatch happens between frame 1 to frame 2

Fig. 4: Situations of triangle check.

B. Block Weighting Judgement of Matching Area Statistics

Fig. 5 shows the concept of blocking weighting judgement.
For images from high frame rate system, object transformation
is very slow. So moving range of each keypoint is very
limited. For matching of transformation process, it must be
in the certain range of areas in image, which means keypoints
keep appearing and matching in this area. These areas can

be obtained by making statistics of matching frequency for
each part in image and described as weighting for each part.
Through updating the weighting of each part with only true
matches, it shows the truely matching areas in image. And for
matches from not triangle part, if they are in these areas, they
are true, otherwise they are false. Here are detailed steps of
proposal block weighting judgement.

With higher 
matching frequency 
of recent frames 

Matches in the area 
have large confidence 
to be true

Fig. 5: Concept of proposal 2

Firstly, each image are divided into blocks. The weighting
of each block means matching frequency in this block, and
higher weighting means currently keypoints are distributed
and matched in this block. After first proposal of triangle
check, some true matches with strong temporal coherence have
already found, these true matches are used as update factor for
weighting of each block. The update rule for block wij is: wij + xn, if block with number n true matches

wij − y, if block with zero matches
wij ≥ 0, always greater than or equal to zero

(1)

The parameter x is postive factor for true match. The
parameter y is parameter for block with no matches. The
reason of set negative factor is for example in Fig. 6. When the
object moves down, if there is no negative factor to decrease
the weighting of block without any matches, the weighting
won’t reflect the truely matching area.

Fig. 6: Example of block weighting update

Because matching is transformation process, the initial
weighting of each block needs to accumulate after several
frames. A warm-up stage is needed by first proposal of
keypoints triangle check to generate initial weighting for each
block. So for frames of the warm-up stage, only keypoints
triangle check is excuted to generate initial weighting. After
warm-up, both two proposals are excuted to do mismatch
removal.
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TABLE I: Matching performance.

Sequence ORB match RANSAC HPT Time coherence Our method
3D rotation 86.54 91.01 94.16 75.11 92.11

Rotation & Deformation 91.96 97.26 97.64 90.62 96.97
2D rotation 89.76 94.33 94.77 79.10 94.51
Illumination 95.25 97.35 97.80 93.79 97.01
Translation 84.53 87.42 91.03 75.50 88.68

Scale change 90.00 93.18 94.42 79.94 93.46
Camera moving 91.74 95.30 96.51 88.47 95.41

Average 89.97 93.69 95.19 83.22 94.02

C. Hardware Structure of Matching System

For both two proposals, there are only matching, which
actually are xor operation of hamming distance calculation,
addition and substraction. No complex arithmetic operations
exist. And the method is doing processing for each keypoint
without waiting for global image, there are also no iterations.
For three times matching, actually there are two times parallel
matching on hardware, because one time matching result has
already obtained in last time of mismatch removal. For block
update, all blocks are parallelly updated after the last pixel
of the image input. So the whole method obeys the design
principle of hardware system with high parallelism. Because
all operations are easy, iteration and global processing are
avoided for hardware, it achieves the target of ultra-low delay.
Fig .7 shows the total hardware structure. PC, high frame rate
camera and FPGA together compose the whole system.

Fig. 7: Hardware structure

III. EVALUATION RESULTS

A. Test Dataset

We use high-speed camera BASLER acA2000-340, which
captures 640×480 video with a frame rate of 784 fps. The
captured images are sent to PC for further matching process-
ing.

We test 7 types of sequences, and all sequences include
certain kinds of transformation factors. All 7 types includes:
3D rotation, rotation & deformation, 2D rotation, illumination,

(a) Translation

(b) 2D rotation

Fig. 8: Examples of test sequences

translation, scale change, and camera moving. Fig. 8 shows
some examples of test sequences.

B. Matching Result and Analysis

The matching performance is evaluated by the widely used
metrics precision, recall and f -score [8], which are defined as
follows:

precision =
# correct matches

# correct matches + # false matches
(2)

recall =
# correct matches

# total matches in ground truth
(3)

The f -score is defined as the function of precision and
recall, i.e. and So higher f -score reflects better matching
performance.

We also compare performance with ORB, RANSAC, HPT,
and just temporal coherence based keypoints traingle check.
The experimental results on f -score are shown in Table. I.
And larger f -score means better matching performance. As
can be seen from Table. I, our method is obviously higher
than original ORB, little higher than RANSAC, and still
lower than HPT. Fig. 9 shows some examples of matching
result, the green line means true match and red line means
removed mismatch. As can be seen, green lines distribute in
smooth space, and red lines distribute in random space, and
our method do remove some mismatches.
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(a) Translation

(b) 2D rotation

Fig. 9: Examples of matching result

C. Hardware Evaluation

We use Xilinx Kintex-7 XC7K325T FPGA board, BASLER
acA2000-340 Camera and Intel Core i7-4790 CPU 3.6GHz
PC to implement the high frame rate and ultra-low delay
matching system based on the proposed mismatch removal
method. The logic synthesis and implementation on FPGA
are performed by Vivado V2017. 2(64-bit). Fig. 10 shows
hardware demostration of our proposed method.

Fig. 10: Hardware demostration

Table. II shows the hardware performance of the system.
The processing delay for a frame is less than 1ms, which
means the capability of supporting the real-time processing of
the system under the current input frequency and with VGA
(640×480) video.

TABLE II: Hardware resource cost

Item Hardware performance
# LUT 148355 (72.79%)
# LUTRAM 29081 (45.44%)
# FF 123469 (30.29%)
# BRAM 27.50 (6.18%)

Resource utilization # DSP 36 (4.29%)
# IO 208 (41.60%)
# MMCM 3 (30.00%)
# PLL 1 (10.00%)
Input frequency 100.00MHz

Performance index Input frame rate 784fps
Processing delay 0.828ms/frame

IV. CONCLUSION

In this paper, a hardware-oriented mismatch removal
method for high frame rate and ultra-low delay matching
system has been proposed. The matching result shows that
the proposed method has much better performance than basic
match. For conventional mismatch removal method, the per-
formances of proposed method with much more complexity
reduction and higher parallelism are even better than widely
used method RANSAC and closer to HPT. For hardware eval-
uation, hardware experiment on FPGA indicates that proposed
method is capable of supporting the real-time matching system
in processing high frame rate videos (784fps, 640×480 VGA
video) with an ultra-low delay speed (0.828 ms/frame).

For our future research, we will try more ways to improve
the matching accuracy. Combining more powerful matching
algorithm and mismatch removal is our next direction.
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